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Letter from the Chair: 

Welcome, delegates! I hope that this letter finds you well and in high spirits. After all, 

MUN season is the best season of all. We are beyond excited to be kicking it off with you here at 

VAMUN. Before we dive into logistics I’d like to take a moment to introduce myself and why I 

selected the National Panhellenic Conference as the topic of my committee. I am a rising 

Second-Year studying Foreign Affairs and French and am very involved with the International 

Relations Organization on Grounds. Although I love discussing global issues I have come to 

notice that there is a grave problem within the campus community that we, as college students, 

have failed to pay adequate attention to. Amidst our avid debates on foreign policy protocol in 

the Middle East and how to best address counterterrorism efforts online, we have forgone one of 

the largest underlying causes of political social challenges we face today: Greek life. Every 

system, every organization, has its flaws; the National Panhellenic Conference is no exception. 

Having rushed and pledged a sorority on Grounds most definitely came with the coveted wealth 

of connections and social network that is associated with the idea of Greek life. However, it has 

also left me with the realization that we are far from social and gender equality than we may 

think. Don’t let Neighbors 2 fool you . It is not illegal for sorority women to throw parties. The 1

National Panhellenic Conference simply mandates that alcohol is not allowed in any of the 

houses, even if house dwellers are of age. This is merely one of the major double standards 

sorority women face as a result of regulations by their own governors who happen to preach 

sisterhood and equality. As innovative and driven MUN delegates I leave to you the 

responsibility of finding a solution to these issues. How can you, as members of the NPC work to 

diminish the gender inequality that is present within Greek life? What is the cause of the 

1 New , Jake. “'Neighbors 2' Depicts Rebellion against Sorority Rules Banning Alcohol.” Inside Higher Ed , 
Inside Higher Ed, 25 May 2016, 
www.insidehighered.com/news/2016/05/25/neighbors-2-depicts-rebellion-against-sorority-rules-bannin
g-alcohol. 

 



 

discrepancies in rules and regulations between fraternities and sororities? Does it tie back to 

social hierarchy and the standards that were the norm for women when Greek life first began? 

Please feel free to email me with any questions. I look forward to seeing your ideas in action 

 

Onwards. 

Shriya Dodwani 

sdd4nd@virginia.edu 

 

History 

The idea of coming together and developing a 

council arose as early as 1891, when Kappa Kappa Gamma 

invited the 6 other existing women’s collegiate sororities to 

a convention in Boston.  

After seeing the success of such a meeting, and 

acknowledging the power it gave to all Greek women 

 when they united under a common goal, a second meeting               https://goo.gl/images/Rjdakj 

was organized to be held in 1893 . Recognizing the lack of a cohesive body under which to 2

operate, the women of Alpha Phi, Pi Beta Phi, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Kappa Alpha Theta, Delta 

Gamma, Delta Delta Delta, and Gamma Phi Beta met in Chicago on May 24, 1902 to create the 

premier interfraternity association and very first intergroup organization across collegiate 

campuses . The Interfraternity Conference was established in 1902 to guide and serve the seven 3

member organizations throughout the nation. Since then, the organization has been renamed six 

2 “ Adventure in Friendship a History of the National Panhellenic Conference.”  
3  “Manual of Information: 23d Edition.”, 2018 
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times, finally settling on the National Panhellenic Conference in 1945 . This meeting was merely 4

the start to what would become one of the most highly contested organizations in the decades to 

come. 

It is pertinent to discuss the high level of variance when selecting a name to represent 

these women. As the first interfraternity association in the nation, considering the 

North-American Interfraternity Conference for men’s fraternities was not established until 

1909, it was imperative the organization develop a name that fully encompassed their values. 

Aside from the Unanimous Agreements written into the bylaws, the National Panhellenic 

Conference was and is only to serve as a judiciary body for its member fraternities in times of 

College Panhellenic disorder . In other words, the NPC was to be seen as a mediator to whom 5

the members could trust to value equality and sisterhood. Hence, the women thought it best to 

refrain from the term “congress” and elected to use “conference” to bolster this notion of 

self-governance within the member organizations . 6

Since then, the Conference has grown to include 19 other fraternities. Each of the current 

26 sub-bodies, or sororities, operates on a different foundation of values and has its own history; 

they all come together under the NPC to promote the greater ideal of sisterhood and equality 

amongst all women of the Conference. 

https://npcwomen.dynamic.omegafi.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2037/2017/10/Adventure-in-Friendship-2017-Web.pdf 

4  “Manual of Information: 23d Edition.”, 2018 
5  “Manual of Information: 23d Edition.”, 2018 
6  “Manual of Information: 23d Edition.”, 2018 
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Topic 1: Internal Gender Biases 

Analysis: 

Although the NPC promotes an uplifting and enriching social experience for all college 

women who partake in Greek life, it fails to take measures to adequately promote such values. 

The Conference’s manual provides no information regarding safety when interacting with all 

male fraternities, let alone any sexual assault aid. Rather, they merely “support” sexual assault 

victims as they fear that appointing alumnae advisors or sorority employees to be mandatory 

reporters will increase mistrust within the organization . Though such a system may seem to 7

encourage members to confide in their sisters, and thus bolster camaraderie, it fails to create a 

semblance of a safety net. Not every chapter provides sexual assault support within the 

sisterhoods. Such an inconsistency fails to measure up to the values set forth by the NPC. 

It is clear that this incongruity between national and chapter level protocols has stirred 

up a debate on who has the legitimate authority to make a change. In light of the 2015 gang rape 

at a fraternity at the University of Virginia, the National Panhellenic Conference took action by 

merely warning members of the 16 chapters on Grounds to “plan sisterhood events and other 

‘safer’ options,” instead of attending boys’ bid day parties . Agitated, the UVA community began 8

a petition to revoke this mandate, arguing that “this mandate perpetuates the idea that women 

are inferior, sexual objects. It is degrading to Greek women, as it appears that the NPC views us 

as defenseless and UVa's new fraternal policies as invalid. Allowing the NPC to prevent us from 

celebrating (what used to be) a tight-knit community, sends the message that we are weak.”  9

Since then, the student body has agreed to target their questions towards the NPC, rather than 

the greater Greek community at UVA, as this is a problem that has risen nationally. 

7 Murad 
8 “U-Va. Sorority Sisters Ordered to Stay Home Saturday Night for Their Own Safety – While Fraternity 
Brothers Party.”, 2015 
9 “Revoke UVa Boys' Bid Night Mandate.”, 2015 

 



 

In a recent interview, the NPC representatives said that their policies were thought to be 

in the best interests of the member organizations at the national level. Instead of directly 

addressing the threatening social atmosphere that is created when sororities are forbidden from 

hosting social events, they argued that “‘[their] organizations were founded to support 

scholarship, leadership and engagement on campus - all of which are principles that lead them 

to prioritize substance-free living environments.’”  Perhaps it is worth considering why this 10

social atmosphere is arising if Nationals are pressing to emphasize philanthropy and sisterhood. 

Is it possible that their actions of deterrence have only underscored the problem at hand? 

Korinayo Thompson, former co-president of Yale University’s co-ed Fence Club argued that 

“‘sororities are social places for women but they depend on frats for real estate and parties’”.  11

This conversation brings up an even more serious conversation: are spaces exclusively 

dominated by men create a breeding ground for sexual assault against sorority women? Do the 

NPC’s rules indirectly force sorority women to attend off-campus parties, if they wish to serve 

alcohol, and thus put them in harm's way by cornering them into social scenes where fraternity 

brothers are in control? 

Acknowledging the hazards that come with being in spaces where fraternity brothers 

dominate the scene, influence who is worthy of being on the guest list, prioritize a high ratio of 

women to men, and serve as the bartenders, sorority women have decided to step up and take 

control. Kappa Alpha Theta at Yale University has implemented an anonymous feedback form to 

“submit the names of people they believed had engaged in sexual harassment or assault.”  12

These men were then barred from future parties. Other sororities at Yale have also adopted this 

system. However, it is difficult to make this a large scale plan as it is rooted in the concerns that 

10 Jackson 
11 Jackson 
12 Jackson 

 



 

each organization has and varies from chapter to chapter. Further, this system has no solidified 

backing from the NPC and chapters do not have the ability to edit the bylaws to promote safety 

features. 

Questions to Consider 

1. Is the NPC’s behavior promoting sexual assault culture on campuses nationwide? 

2. How can the NPC work to counteract internal gender biases that are promoted through 

media (ex. Movies like Neighbors 2 and Instagram accounts like @OldRowOfficial, 

@Chicks, and @5thYear)? 

3. How much of these biases are rooted in historically social ideologies of feminism? 

4. Does the adherence to these biases vary from region to region? If so, why are they more 

prominent in certain regions than others? 

5. Will the expansion of Greek life, specifically within the domain of the NPC, be beneficial 

to promoting a message of gender equality? 

6. How can the NPC learn from the values that bring together other organizations like the 

National Pan-Hellenic Council and Girl Scouts of North America? 

7. Where do we draw the line in terms of sexual assault jurisdiction at the collegiate level? 

Ideally, how much say should the NPC have in sexually assault allegations that involve 

their members in any capacity? 

8. Is the NPC supporting a distorted image of camaraderie? If so, how is this playing into 

prominent modern social movements and thus pushing the NPC back in its moral 

endeavors? 

9. Are these internal gender biases inhibiting women from joining member organizations 

within the NPC? 

 



 

10. Is there a lack of organizational variety? Would it be beneficial to have men as members 

of the Executive Committee and Staff? 

 

Topic 2: Structural Differences 

Analysis: 

Much of the debate surrounding the efficiency of the National Panhellenic Conference 

stems from the lack of clear cut priorities established in the Manual of Information. There is 

ambiguity in what roles the Conference plays, especially regarding the safety of its members. 

Though it was established to serve as a connecting body for the 26 member organizations, it has 

failed to develop extensive protocols that cover such concerns. Does it fall within their 

jurisdiction to address sexual assault, hazing, and discrimination? Is it the duty of the 

“autonomous” member organizations ? The Manual dedicates less than a full page of the 186 13

page publication to addressing the Conference’s stances on these three safety concerns. Even 

then, the Conference gets by with merely voicing their support of sexual assault survivors and 

organizations that promote safety. Is it enough to simply say that the “NPC commits to 

partnering with institutions of higher education to make our campuses safe for all who attend” 

without providing clear resources or committees to address these problems ? Most college 14

campuses have a Title IX office or some sort of protocol to address any situations that arise 

throughout the university body and, as the NPC is operating as an umbrella committee for 

organizations that profit off of promoting sisterhood, does it not fall within their jurisdiction to 

do the same as well? Instead of developing policies that address these larger, more widespread 

issues, the NPC has elected to focus on smaller matters such as banning alcohol in sorority 

13 “Manual of Information: 23d Edition.”, 2018 
14 “Manual of Information: 23d Edition.”, 2018 

 



 

houses. It is unclear where their jurisdiction and protocols lay, thus creating miscommunication 

that proliferates to create a more widespread web of concerns. 

The tether between the member organizations is a set of ideals rooted in the vague 

notion of enriching the collegiate experience by supporting social experiences that come as a 

result of voluntary associations . A sense of camaraderie is built when women partake in an 15

organization that requires an invitation to be joined; it creates a sense of desire to be wanted, 

thus leading to a grave contradiction within the Conference. The recruitment process is meant to 

follow the ideals of mutual choice, with young women only being given an invitation to return if 

the sorority’s members liked them as much as they did. As a result, many women are dropped 

during the process and do not return to find their homes as the ideals suggest . The vague 16

wording and generic obligations that are upheld by the National Panhellenic Conference may 

actually be a hindrance in their mission. 

 

Questions to Consider 

1. Why is the NPC struggling to adequately address member safety? 

2. How can the NPC work to reduce costs of joining one of their member organizations to 

truly make sisterhood accessible to all? 

3. Do the NPC’s values need to be updated? Do they account for the modest ideals of the 

early 20th century instead of the modern 21st century? 

4. What can the NPC’s partners do to promote a safer community? 

5. How do private donors influence the goals that the NPC takes on? How do they influence 

their marketing tactics? What can we, as members of the NPC, do to limit the say of 

private donors? 

15  “Manual of Information: 23d Edition.”, 2018 
16  “Manual of Information: 23d Edition.”, 2018 

 



 

6. How does the NPC’s status as a nonprofit impact its choices? Does it hinder them 

because it entails a more stringent public image? 

7. What structural reconstruction steps are plausible and can truly make a difference in 

developing a more conscious and preventative Greek culture? 

8. What is the motivation behind the members of the Executive Committee and Staff? Does 

the NPC need to work to hire those who care for social activism and not simply the social 

aspects that surrounded their personal Greek experiences in college? 

9. What external resources does the NPC need to be considered more legitimate? Who can 

they partner with to create a stronger public image? 

10. How does the disconnect between the NPC and its chapters across the country further 

promote the negative outlook towards Greek life? Should a new position be added to 

target this problem or is this more of a micro issue? 

 

Conclusion/ External Resources: 

The information presented to you in this background guide merely serves as a means of 

exposing you to the major debates regarding this topic. This committee is highly contemporary; 

pulling from modern political theories to argue and support your cases would be heavily favored. 

Capitalize on the stances that have been taken in today’s political climate as they will help 

simulate a more realistic debate. Our goal here is to model how the prominent concerns 

regarding the NPC are viewed from both the nonprofit’s perspective and that of the people; 

make sure you consider both collegiate communities and parents in the population of the public. 

As you start delving into your analyses you will begin to see and understand the bigger picture 

and how our two topics overlap. Though they are two legs of the greater issue they are heavily 

 



 

fused together and answering, or at the very least considering, all of the questions I have posed 

above would be in your best interest. 

I highly suggest reading some, if not all, of the articles linked below to further familiarize 

yourself with real examples of the implications of the NPC’s policies. Consider the roles that 

students, university administration, and the NPC itself took in these conversations. Evaluate 

what worked and what did not. Analyze the best course of action when addressing these 

conversations. Most importantly, study what rhetoric was used by each party to work to their 

personal advantage. Was it easier for the NPC to use vague language to allow more fluidity in 

their actions or was it truly to be able to give the member sororities more control over their 

chapters? Did students find it more advantageous to work with their universities to directly 

address the NPC on their faults? Ask questions and delve into the real causes behind these 

issues. These resources will help you do exactly that. 

1. https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/10/fashion/sorority-ivy-league-feminists.html 

2. https://badgerherald.com/opinion/2017/04/19/greek-life-is-misogynistic-and-that-is-t

hat/ 

3. https://www.businessinsider.com/most-sororities-cant-throw-parties-with-alcohol-201

8-1 

4. https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2015/9/9/alcohol-sororities-double-standard/ 

5. https://www.theodysseyonline.com/frat-boys-and-sorority-girls-exploring-sexism-in-so

uthern-greek-life 

6. https://www.theodysseyonline.com/its-time-to-address-institutionalized-sexism-in-gree

k-life 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/10/fashion/sorority-ivy-league-feminists.html
https://badgerherald.com/opinion/2017/04/19/greek-life-is-misogynistic-and-that-is-that/
https://badgerherald.com/opinion/2017/04/19/greek-life-is-misogynistic-and-that-is-that/
https://www.businessinsider.com/most-sororities-cant-throw-parties-with-alcohol-2018-1
https://www.businessinsider.com/most-sororities-cant-throw-parties-with-alcohol-2018-1
https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2015/9/9/alcohol-sororities-double-standard/
https://www.theodysseyonline.com/frat-boys-and-sorority-girls-exploring-sexism-in-southern-greek-life
https://www.theodysseyonline.com/frat-boys-and-sorority-girls-exploring-sexism-in-southern-greek-life
https://www.theodysseyonline.com/its-time-to-address-institutionalized-sexism-in-greek-life
https://www.theodysseyonline.com/its-time-to-address-institutionalized-sexism-in-greek-life


 

7. https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/time-to-dismantle-fraternities-and-the-sexism-

rape-culture-and-binge-drinking-they-encourage/2016/09/15/55dbc566-7b5d-11e6-bd8

6-b7bbd53d2b5d_story.html?utm_term=.e39067370316 

8. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/10/28/sororities-alcohol-in-house_n_6061972.

html 

9. https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2016/05/25/neighbors-2-depicts-rebellion-agai

nst-sorority-rules-banning-alcohol 

10. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/01/22/sorority-alcohol-policies_n_6509514.ht

ml 

11. http://www.oudaily.com/opinion/column-sorority-member-reflects-on-allegedly-sexist-

greek-system/article_3107a730-791b-11e6-9f51-f3162450d529.html 

 

The following are resources directly from the NPC: 

12. http://npcwomen.dynamic.omegafi.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2037/2018/01/man

ual-of-information-2018.pdf 

13. npcwomen.dynamic.omegafi.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2037/2017/10/Adventure-

in-Friendship-2017-Web.pdf 
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https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/01/22/sorority-alcohol-policies_n_6509514.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/01/22/sorority-alcohol-policies_n_6509514.html
http://www.oudaily.com/opinion/column-sorority-member-reflects-on-allegedly-sexist-greek-system/article_3107a730-791b-11e6-9f51-f3162450d529.html
http://www.oudaily.com/opinion/column-sorority-member-reflects-on-allegedly-sexist-greek-system/article_3107a730-791b-11e6-9f51-f3162450d529.html
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